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The recent ‘Digital India’ meet turned out to an investment
meet as the captains of the industry announced in 150
seconds allotted to each one of them how much investment
they are going to make.

It added to some Rs 26 lakh crore over next few years.
Some said in one year, some two years and some said over
the next five years. Significantly, this time the captains also
announced the jobs which will be created.

Jobs also added up to 80 lakhs as per media reports. Mind
you these were the figures announced on the dias, it was
mentioned by the PM that this does not include the figures
of those, who are in audience. The numbers are mammoth
But there is no system in place in public domain to monitor
their status.

There is always a huge gap between announcement and
implementation. The industry also faces lots of problems
on the ground, land, statutory clearances, local issues,
power, road, water etc etc. This will put pressure on the
government as well.

There should be a dedicated website to monitor these noble
intentions. Prime Minister Narendra Modi said that this M
is not for Modi it is for Mobile (mobile age). But the
missing M is Monthly monitoring.
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CITY NEWS

THE NEWS BUREAU

In an innovative move to bring a positive change in themnad to implement a comprehensive crime prevention
strategy, the Malkajgiri police have involved so called

unsocial elements in the green camapign.
As part of the programme, 68 rowdy sheeters from all the

10 police station limits in Malkajgiri zone have participated in
the plantation of of saplings in JNTU Polytechnic College in
Ramanthapur.
The programme is aimed at social re-integration of these

people with criminal history. As the family is also involved, a
kind of social responsibility is also instilled, said Malkajgiri
DCP, Rama Rajeshwari.
The rowdy sheeters assured to help the locals in protecting

these saplings. Police teams hope that such positive re-
integration programmes help these offenders in attaining
positive outcomes in terms of joining mainstream, she said.
Uppal MLA NVSS Prabhakar, local police officers,

political leaders, students and peace committee members took
part in the programme

ruffians take part
in haritha haaram
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IAS officer Smitha Sabharwal hassent a legal notice to a weekly
news magazine for a blatantly

sexist article that described her as
‘eye candy’.
The woman IAS officer, one of

the youngest to have cracked the
tough civil services exam in 2001,
called the article distasteful, cheap
and titillating in the notice sent to the
Outlook magazine which in a recent
write-up titled 'No Boring Babu' said
the IAS officer made a fashion
statement with her lovely saris and
serves as eye candy at meetings.
The article was accompanied by

a cartoon. The writer reportedly
spoke to leading party politicians
who admitted that Sabharwal served
as eye candy at meetings. But now
Outlook has some major damage

control to do.
The five page legal notice has

been sent to editor-in-chief Krishna
Prasad and Hyderabad-based
assistant editor Madhavi Tata asking
the magazine for a detailed apology.
The magazine has been given a 15-
day period to act, failing which
Smitha has threatened to file a
criminal and civil suit against it.
The notice alleged that Outlook

has deliberately played mischief by
implying that Sabarwal's portfolio
was a mystery. Smitha’s hard work,
dedication and her excellence at her
chosen profession are washed away
by the mere fact of her being an
attractive, young and successful

woman who has also accomplished
quite a lot professionally, owing to
her dedication and perseverance,”
says the notice.
Meanwhile, the Outlook

magazine not only withdrew the
satirical piece but also expressed
regret if any offence has been taken.
The magazine said, “Outlook

wishes to clarify that the said piece
was part of satire carried in the
magazine in the usual course, was
not intended to be derisive or
derogatory, and was meant to be
received in a lighter vein. That said,
being conscious of sensitivities,
Outlook has taken down the satirical
piece entirely.”

IAS officer sends legal
notice to Outlook
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Dr. TG Nageshwar Rao is a
distinguished Principal
Scientist and Acting Director

of Indian Institute of Millets
Research, Hyderabad.  After
graduation, he completed M.Sc.
(Ag.) and Ph.D (Plant Pathology) at
Acharya NG Ranga Agricultural
University, Hyderabad.
Dr. Rao was awarded The

Nizams Gold Medal for serving the
highest OGPA at M.Sc.(Ag.) level.
He joined the University as

Assistant Professor for the years
1983 to 1989 and worked on
groundnut, sesame, turmeric
pathology.  Identified management
practices for tikka leafspot and rust
of groundnut, established etiolog of
rhizome rot of turmeric, identified
the role of rhizome fly in rhizome rot
of turmeric.
He has joined the services of

Indian Council of Agricultural
Research at Indian Institute of Spices
Research, Calicut, Kerala as an
Scientist, S-2  in 1989 and worked on
diseases of spice crops.
Subsequently Dr. Rao has been

shifted to Directorate of Oilseeds
Research, Hyderabad in the year
1995 and worked on castor,
safflower, sesame and sunflower
diseases. With the research
contributions in Pathology, he has
been promoted to Principal Scientist
and posted to Directorate of Sorghum
Research, presently named as Indian
Institute of Millets Research.
The fields of specialization of Dr

TG Nageshwar Rao include disease
resistance and physiological plant
pathology.  Evaluated grain mold
resistance in advanced breeding lines
and F3 populations for mold
resistance, multi-location evaluation
of grain mold, grain mold resistant
nursery (GMRN).   Worked on foliar
diseases and Integrated Disease
Management of sorghum diseases.
He took charge of the Jalna regional
centre of DSR in 2009 to establish
the centre for Off-season Nursery for
sorghum.
Presently taken over charge as the

Project Coordinator, AICRP on
Small Millets Improvement Project,
GKVK, Bangalore and took charge
of Acting Director of Indian Institute
of Millets Research, Hyderabad on
May 1, 2015.
He authored/co-authored about

45 Research papers that were
published in various National /
International journals and
Proceedings of National /

International Conferences / Seminars
/ Symposia.
Dr. Rao is conferred with the

Fellow of Indian Phytopathological
Society in the year 1998. He is a Life
member of Indian Phytopathological
Society, New Delhi, Member of
Indian Society of Mycology and
Plant Pathology, Udaipur, Life
Member of Indian Society for Plant
Protection, Hyderabad and Life
Member of Indian Society for Millets
Research, Hyderabad.
Dr. Rao served as a member of

selection committees for recruitment
of Pathologists in ANGRAU,
Hyderabad and also at Jeevan Jyoti
Krishi Vigyan Kendra and MAU,
Parbhani, Maharashtra. Dr. Rao
served as Principal Investigator of
Sorghum Pathology in the All India
Coordinated Research Project on
Sorghum for the years 2000 to 2008.
Dr. Rao was awarded the Senior
Research Fellowship for undertaking
Ph.D programs of ICAR, New Delhi.

A scientist committed to
Agri-Research
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A.B. HUSSAIN

It appears the new Chief ExecutiveOfficer (CEO) of the Andhra
Pradesh State Wakf Board

(APSWB) strongly believes that any
Muslim who files a complaint against
Muthawallis and Sajjadagan for

violation of the laws of the land will
cease to be a Muslim.
This startling fact came to light

when Journalist, RTI and Wakf
activist Moullim Mohsin Bin Hussain
Al Kasary received a copy of the
memo (No. F.No.02/Genl/Prot/2015,
dt. 25/05/2015) issued by the CEO in

response to a complaint filed by him
against 170 Muthawallis and
Sajjadagan.
Mohsin Kasary had filed a latest

complaint on May 15, 2015 in
addition to his previous complaints in
June 2014 and March 2015 stating
that about 170 Islamic scholars

Beware!
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associated with one or the other
religious institutions, acting under the
guidance of All India Majlis-e-
Ittehadul Muslimeen (AIMIM)
leaders have influenced the Muslim
electorate to vote for AIMIM through
an advertisement in Urdu daily
newspaper Ethemad on April 29,

2014.  The advertisement appeared in
Ethemad, owned by Owaisi family,
with its office in Darussalam (Noor
Mahal), Aghapura, the same premises
where AIMIM has its headquarters,
was issued by about 170 Ulema
(Clerics), Mashayakeen and
Sajjadagan in a deliberate attempt to

incite communal feelings and
polarize the votes in favour of MIM,
the complaint said.
The complaint further said that

“The clerics and scholars incited
communal feelings saying communal
parties were trying to construct Ram
Mandir in place of Babri Masjid,
introduce common civil code and
create horror through riots in Gujarat
and Muzaffar Nagar and other places.
The Islamic clerics and scholars
instigated the voters of their
community saying the wounds
inflicted by the communal parties
were still afresh. Further, muslims
were being harassed across the
country, the advertisement said. The
clerics and scholars maintained that
the country will not prosper without
minorities and the MIM was the only
party which works for the
development of minorities under the
purview of Constitution of India.
They lauded the activities of MIM
chief Asaduddin Owaisi and his
brother Akbaruddin Owaisi and
appealed to Muslim voters to cast
their votes in favour of MIM
candidates.”
According to Section 101 of The

Wakf Act, 1995 (43 OF 1995),
Muthawallis and Sajjadagan are
public servants and the Indian law
stipulates that public servants should
not associate themselves with any
political party and incite communal
feelings. These Muthawallis and
Sajjadagan in their capacity as heads
of different wakf and religious
institutions enjoy the unquestioned
loyalty of lakhs of Muslims and their
appeal carries a lot of weight in the
elections. Thus, the appeal made
through the advertisement dated
April 29, 2014 by the 170
Muthawallis and Sajjadagan is
violation of model code of conduct.
Hence, the victory of all MIM
candidates, particularly the MIM

If you complain
against

Muthawallis and
Sajjadagan, you

will become
non-Muslim

Beware!
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candidate from Yakutpura Assembly
Constituency is in violation of
election code of conduct, Mohsin
Kasary said in his complaint.
Further, Section 2(c) of the

Religious Institutions (Prevention of
Misuse) Act, 1988 defines that
“manager” in relation to a religious
institution means every person,
including any religious functionary
(by whatever name called), who, for
the time being, either alone or in
association with other persons,
administers, managers or otherwise
controls the affairs of that institution,
its functions or properties and
Section 2(f) defines that “religious
institution” means an institution for
the promotion of any religion or
persuasion, and includes any place or
premises used as a place of public
religious worship, by whatever
name or designation
known.
Further, Section

6 of the Act states that
no religious institution
or manager thereof
shall allow any
ceremony, festival,
congregation, procession
or assembly organised or
held under its auspices to
be used for any political
activity.
Section 7 of the Act

states that where any
religious institution or
manager thereof contravenes
the provisions of Sections 3, 4,
5 or Section 6, the manager and
every person connected with
such contravention shall be
punishable with imprisonment
for a term which may extend to
five years and with fine which
may extend to ten thousand rupees.
Further, Section 9 of the Act

states that every manager or other
employee of a religious institution

shall be bound to give information
to the officer incharge of the police
station within whose local
jurisdiction the religious
institution is situated of any
contravention or any impending
contravention of the provisions
of this Act and any failure to do
so shall be punishable under
section 176 of the Indian
Penal Code.

According to Mohsin
Kasary’s complaint, the
above acts of Muthawallis
and Sajjadagan are
punishable under sections
125 (Cognizable
Offense) and 126 of the
Representation of the
Peoples Act, 1951, The
Religious Institutions
(Prevention of
Misuse) Act, 1988,
Section 101 of The
Wakf Act, 1995 (43
OF 1995) and
Sections 153A
(1)(a), 171 (c)
R/w 171 (f), 171

(g), 202, 505 (2), 120-B R/w 34 of
Indian Penal Code. Some of the
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above provisions fall under the
category of cognizable offenses and
it is clear that the information being
given by me discloses commission of
a cognizable offences.
Mohsin Kasary requested the

CEO to initiate criminal proceedings

against the 170 Muthawallis,
Sajjadagan and others as stipulated
by the above said provisions.
However, the CEO, Mohammed
Asadullah issued a memo after
taking legal opinion from the
standing counsel of the Wakf Board

that it was irrelevant and
unwarranted to initiate action against
the Muthawallis and Sajjadagan.
What is more surprising is that

the CEO stated in his memo that
Mohsin Kasary had no authority or
right to submit the complaint as he
was not an interested person as
defined in the Wakf Act of 1995.
Section 3 (k) of the Wakf Act says,
“person interested in a wakf” means
any person who is entitled to receive
any pecuniary or other benefits from
the wakf and includes - (i) any person
who has a right to worship or to
perform any religious rite in a
mosque, idgah, imambara, dargah,
khangah, maqbara, graveyard or any
other religious institution connected
with the wakf or to participate in any
religious or charitable institution
under the wakf.
Despite this, the CEO

Mohammed Asaudullah and the
standing counsel Mohammed Ismail
did not even hesitate a second to say
that Mohsin Kasary was not at all an
interested person which implies that
he was not a Muslim at all.
It is pertinent to mention here that

the mandate of Section 9 of the
Religious Institutions (Prevention of
Misuse) Act, 1988 is that every
manager or other employee of a
religious institution shall be bound to
give information to the officer
incharge of the police station within
whose local jurisdiction the religious
institution is situated of any
contravention or any impending
contravention of the provisions of
this Act and any failure to do so shall
be punishable under section 176 of
the Indian Penal Code.
Sources inside the Wakf Board

said the CEO refused to initiate
action only because of the fact that
any move would adversely affect the
interests of All India Majlis-e-
Ittehadul Muslimeen (AIMIM).
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WAKF NEWS

MOHSIN BIN HUSSAIN AL - KASARY

Acouple of employees
including the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of

the Andhra Pradesh State Wakf
Board (APSWB) seem to be
discriminating against non-Muslim
tenants eking their livelihood through
Wakf properties.
And they have little respect for

the orders of the highest court of the
state – The High Court of Judicature
at Hyderabad, if a recent case is any
indication. 
Syed Jaleel Ahmed, Inspector

Auditor, Wakf, Circle No. IV had
illegally locked the premises No. 11-
1-437 at Aghapura, an attached
property of the wakf institution
Dargah Hazrath Sardar Baig Saheb
Qibla (Rh), without following any
due process of law.
One Mettu Laxman Rao of

Aghapura was the tenant of the
premises and was eking his
livelihood by running a ‘mirchi bajji’
center. He was hoping to do good
business during the Holy month of

Ramzan, which began June 19, 2015.
However, to his utter shock, the

Inspector Auditor, acting under the
instructions of the CEO Mohammed
Asadullah, some other employees
associated with wakf board and its
attached institutions and some
brokers had locked the premises
though the wakf board has no powers
to take such action.
A shocked Laxman Rao

approached the Wakf Board
requesting the officials to open the
lock. But the wakf board officials
covertly told him that the shop was

locked since there were plans to lease
it out to a Muslim.
Having no other option, Laxman

Rao approached the High Court
which directed the Wakf Board to
hand over the keys. However, 15
days after the High Court gave the
order, the Wakf Board is not yet
willing to hand over the keys to
Laxman Rao.
Consequently, Laxman Rao got

issued a contempt notice and is
getting ready to file a contempt case
against the CEO and Inspector
Auditor Wakf.

Wakf Board discriminating
against certain tenants
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The mud-slinging against each
other by the Chief Ministers
of Telangana and Andhra

Pradesh – K Chandrasekhar Rao and
N Chandrababu Naidu and also by
the leaders of both the parties over
the cash-for-votes scam appears to be
dying down with the Supreme Court
refusing to reverse the High Court
order granting bail to TDP legislator
Revanth Reddy, the main accused in
the scam.
The Anti-Corruption Bureau

(ACB), Telangana had arrested
Revanth on May 31 for allegedly
trying to bribe nominated legislator

Stephenson seeking his vote for TDP
candidate in the legislative council
elections. The High Court granted
him bail on June 30.
Based on a complaint by

Stephenson, ACB officials arrested
Revanth, Sebastian Harry and Uday
Simha as they were allegedly
handing over Rs 50 lakh to the MLA.
Ever since the arrest, accusations

and mud-slinging was going on
between the leaders of two parties
and the Telangana leaders went on to
say that even Chandrababu Naidu
would be arrested in the case.
On the other hand, Andhra

Pradesh police registered a case
against Chandrasekhar Rao and

others for illegally tapping the
telephones of various people
including that of Naidu.
Rumour mills are making rounds

that the Telangana Rashtra Samithi
(TRS) leaders and ranks tried to take
advantage of the cash for votes scam
to gain political mileage and
supremacy over TDP, while the latter
also tried to gain mileage.
However, it is said the BJP

leaders at the centre have reportedly
taken advantage of the situation and
‘calmed’ both sides by ‘warning’ that
the union government will take
‘concrete measures’ against both of
them if they did not stop their
venomous attempts.

Cash for votes scam:
Venomous politics
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An interstate gang involved in
circulation of counterfeit
currency has been arrested

by the Malkajgiri police. Six out of
the nine arrested people belong to
Jharkhand, while one is from West
Bengal and two others are natives of
Ranga Reddy district. Seven more
accused managed to give a slip to the
police.
Police seized counterfeit currency

worth Rs 1.50 lakh, genuine cash Rs
20,600, seven cell phones, one

computer, scanner and printer from
the accused. According to Malkajgiri
DCP, Rama Rajeswari, one Saban
Shaik of Jharkhand is the kingpin of
the gang. 
He received the consignment of

counterfeit currency and sent his
henchmen to Hyderabad for
circulation of the same.
The gang offered excess rent and

took rooms in Bandlaguda. The gang
used to buy small items from
roadside shops and tendered only Rs
1000, which is a counterfeit one. In
exchange, they got genuine currency

and the same was credited to the
account of Saban Shaik, the DCP
said.
Raj Mohammed and Sulthan

Sheik – both landlords – have rented
out buildings to the gang without
collecting address or ID proof and
facilitated the gang in operating from
their house, while other accused
Malla Reddy, Rami Reddy and
Naveen issued SIM cards to the gang
without collecting credentials or
photographs, the DCP said and
appreciated the good work done by
Malkajgiri police.

Interstate fake currency
gang nabbed
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Anarcotics smuggling racket
worth over Rs 57 crore
having international

ramifications was bust by the Drugs
Control Administration (DCA) of
Telangana recently.
DCA Director Akun Sabharwal

said they stumbled upon the
smuggling racket while working on
a case of illegal transportation of
5,100 bottles of cough syrup
‘Phensedyl’ to Bangladesh.
The Himachal Pradesh based

manufacturer Abott Health Care

Private Limited in collusion with the
C&F agent, some pharmaceutical
dealers and individuals have diverted
the stocks to Kolkata and then to
Bangladesh, the DCA director said.
Explaining the modus operandi

the DCA director said, “The
manufacturer supplied the stocks to
C&F depot at Uppal. The depot
invoiced the stocks to specific
distributors recruited by the state
marketing managers and their
subordinates. These retailers were
billed large quantities of the stock.
But investigation revealed that most
of these retailers don’t exist, while

those who exist are
not aware of this.”
The stock was

actually delivered to
certain individuals
through DLS
transport,
Nacharam who
pooled the stocks
delivered and
booked them by
train from

Secunderabad to Kolkata, the DCA
director said adding that the
manufacturer, in collusion with their
C&F agent and certain
Pharmaceutical dealer
agencies/individuals have diverted
the drug from the Telangana and
Andhra Pradesh market to Kolkata
and then further.
The diversion has been done by

falsification of records and creating
paperwork in the name of non-
existent firms or dealers who have
nothing to do with it. The DCA has
filed a complaint with the CID,
Telangana in this connection for

offenses related to narcotics and
psychotropic substances and forgery
for the purpose of cheating since the
DCA has no power to arrest or
question the people concerned.
Based on the complaint of

Deputy Director, DCA, Telangana, a
criminal case vide Crime No. 11/15
u/s 8, 21, 22 &29 of NDPS Act and
Sec 468, 471 IPC has been registered
by the CID, Telangana, Akun
Sabharwal said.

DCA busts internationalnarcotics smuggling racket
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Three police constables were
suspended, while a Sub-
Inspector was transferred out

of Musheerabad police station and
steps are underway to remove a home
guard for their involvement in
inflicting injuries to four persons
including one NRI recently.
Police constables – M

Hanumantha Rao, K Narayana, K
Rajender – have been placed under
suspension, while SI V Sampath has
been posted to CAR headquarters.
Disciplinary proceedings are under
way against home guard K Suresh
Kumar.
The action has been taken after

four persons – Preetham of
Marredpally, Nirish and Nitin of
Musheerabad and M Vasu of
Mahendra Hills, who is a NRI – were
subjected to physical torture after
they were found drunk and creating
nuisance near Guru Nanak Care
Hospital in Musheerabad.
Commissioner of Hyderabad

Police, M Mahender Reddy said the
four persons refused to leave the
place though three police teams asked
them to do so on June 25 forcing the
police to take the drunken people to
police station. The drunken people
continued arguing with the police and
questioned the police action. One of
the persons snatched the mobile
phone from a home guard who was
filming the argument. The person also
abused the police, police
commissioner said. Enraged by their
behaviour, the police personnel beat

them up with fibre lathis and hands
and caused severe bruise injuries to
M Vasu and simple injuries to others.
Later, SI C Sai Kumar was called

by ASI Venkatesham to the police
station and he immediately got the
Breath Analyser Test with the
assistance of Traffic Police,
Chikkadpally and they were tested
positive with Blood Alcohol content
(BAC).
Accordingly, a case was

registered under section 353 IPC and
A-1 Preetam was produced before the
Magistrate while others were let off.
On June 28, one of the victims M
Vasu brought to the notice of the

Commissioner of Police, Hyderabad
City, through Email, about the
highhanded behaviour, beating with
fibre batons and the demand for Rs 3
lakhs bribe by Musheerabad Police
and enclosed the photographs with
injuries on his body.
An enquiry was ordered in to the

allegations and based on the
statement of Vasu, a case was
registered under sections 341,324 r/w
34 IPC at Musheerabad police station
and investigation of both the cases
has been entrusted to the assistant
commissioner of police,
Chikkadpally, the police
commissioner said.

Four cops suspended for
torturing NRI, three others
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Maryam Siddiqui, the 12-
year-old Muslim girl from
Thane who in March won

the Bhagwad Gita competition, has
decided to donate her cash rewards
for the cause of girl education.
Siddiqui has been showered with

felicitations, awards and honours
from around the country, starting
from President Pranab Mukherjee,
Congress president Sonia Gandhi and
her son Rahul Gandhi, several chief
ministers, and a plethora of
organisations.
However, the girl, hailing from a

Mira Road town middle-class family,
has decided to give away all the cash
rewards for the education of poor
girls.
"Though we are not financially

well off, my daughter has made it her
mission to work for the education of
girls," her father Asif Siddiqui, a
journalist and editor of Hindi
publication Vartman Media, said.
Maryam, a Class 6 student of

Cosmopolitan High School in Mira
Road, shot to light four months ago
when she topped the Bhagwad Gita
competition conducted by the
International Society for Krishna
Consciousness - ISKCON. She

bagged the top honour among 4,000
students from 195 schools in
Maharashtra who took part in the
competition.
On June 2, she was felicitated by

Gujarat Chief Minister Anandiben
Patel. And the girl surprised the
gathering by offering a cheque of

Rs.11,000 to the chief minister of one
of the rich states of the country with
a request to utilise it for the education
of poor girls.
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister

Akhilesh Yadav also was similarly
stumped on June 6 when he honoured
Maryam with a cheque of Rs.11 lakh.
"Maryam not only returned the
cheque to the chief minister, but also
offered two cheques of Rs.11,000
each to him, with a plea to use all the
money for the noble cause through
various schemes," Asif added.

Muslim girl wins Bhagwad Gita competition
donAtes prize money For

girl educAtion
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The Shiv Sena sought
intervention of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to

ensure that Muslims accept the
necessity of family planning as the
increasing population of Muslims in
the country will cause language and
geographical imbalance.
In an edit in mouthpiece

'Saamana, the Sena said that
increasing the Hindu population to
counter Muslims is not the solution
and that the RSS should pressurise
the government to strictly impose
family planning on all religions.
"From 2001-2011, Muslim

population increased by around 24%
and must have increased by another
5-10% till 2015. The increasing
population will cause language,
geographical and sentimental
imbalance and will create cracks in
the unity of the country," the Sena
said.
"The Prime Minister should

clearly tell Muslims to obey the law
of the land and accept the necessity
of family planning. The PM
promised to address their issues even
if they knock his doors on midnight.
But, will Muslims similarly run to
help the country?" it questioned.
"More than Lokpal, the country

needs a Common Civil Code in
place," it said. 
"Whoever wants to try Ghar

Wapsi can do so. We do not oppose
it. But this is not the solution to stop

Islamic onslaught on the country.
Pakistan has an Islamic government.
Even countries like Iraq have an
Islamic government. But in those
countries, human lives there do not
have much dignity. On the contrary,
countries like Turkmenistan, that
have adopted modern technology are
in the race with Europe and America.
Modi government should knock the
doors of Muslims and apprise them
with this fact," the Sena said

Make family planning
must for all: Shiv Sena
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Gujarat is all set to become the
first state in the country to
make voting compulsory,

with Chief Minister Anandiben Patel
indicating that the state government
would shortly notify the rules for the
compulsory voting bill.
She said that the compulsory

voting bill would most likely be
implemented during the upcoming
local body polls of 253
municipalities, 208 taluka (tehsil)
panchayats, 26 district panchayats
and six municipal corporations to be
held by October.
Patel said that the state

government had made arrangements
for implementing compulsory voting

and was framing rules to supplement
the law.
On an average, the turnout of

voters in the local body polls remains

around 70 per cent in the state.
Sources said that if a compulsory
voting rule is implemented, it could
cross 90 per cent. Gujarat has already
become the first state in the country
to pass a Compulsory Voting Bill in
the Assembly.
The Gujarat Governor last year

gave his approval to the Gujarat
Local Authorities Laws
(Amendment) Bill 2011, which
makes voting mandatory in civic
polls and has a provision of
punishment.
The Bill was passed amid strong

protest from the Opposition
Congress. Subsequently, the state
government constituted a committee
to seek citizens’ opinion on the Bill.
The committee headed by former IAS
officer KC Kapoor has recently
submitted its report.
Patel said that her government

had given orders for greater numbers
of Electronic Voting Machines to
accommodate all the voters.
The Gujarat Local Authorities

Laws (Amendment) Bill 2009, that
was twice passed by the then
Narendra Modi government but
turned down by former Governor
Kamla Beniwal, was approved by the
new Governor in November 2014
making it a law.
The Gujarat Local Authorities

Laws (Amendment) Bill also has
provision for 50 per cent reservation
for women in the local bodies.
Beniwal did not clear the bill during
her tenure, conveying to the
government that it violated Article 21
of the Constitution of India.

Gujarat poised to makevoting compulsory by law
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi
kicked off the nation’s digital
campaign on July 1, eliciting a

financial commitment of a whopping
Rs 4.5 lakh crore from captains of the
Indian industry to realise the dream.
Inaugurating ‘Digital India

Week’, the prime minister chalked
out the vision of a digital revolution
in the country, saying that it is
necessary to deal with problems like
corruption, to help provide
transparent and efficient governance,
and to bridge the rich-poor divide.

“We have to move from e-
governance to m-governance.
m-governance does not mean Modi
governance, it’s mobile governance,”
he quipped as a packed audience
listened in rapt attention.
The audience included several

ministerial colleagues, leading lights
of India Inc and CEOs of global
corporates.
The prime minister pointed out

that India has huge capabilities in the
field of information technology (IT)
and vowed to encourage
manufacturing of electronic goods
within the country, which account for

the second-largest imports after oil.
Pointing out that times have

changed and that India would be left
behind unless it carries out a
revolution in the IT field, the PM
exhorted India Inc to boost
production of electronic devices and
goods in the country, as part of the
Make in India initiative, to reduce
dependence on imports.
He called upon the youth to

innovate and said ‘Design in India’ is
as important as ‘Make in India’.
Promising government support to
start-ups, Modi said India has the
potential to become the second

digital india
campaign wins
`4.5 lakh crore

from industrialists
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country after the US in this area.
“India may have missed the

industrial revolution, but will not
miss the IT revolution,” he said.
Highlighting the advantages of

IT, Modi said that at the same time,
“the clouds of a bloodless war are
hovering over the world” - a
reference to the global fears over
cyber security.
“The world is terrified by this...

India has a big role to play in this.
Can India play this big role? India
has talent. Can India provide a shield
to the world by providing innovative
and credible solutions? Why should
we not have such confidence? We
should accept this challenge to
ensure that entire humanity lives in
peace,” the PM asserted.
He illustrated the dangers posed

to cyber security by pointing out that
“somebody, with an education of up
to the 10th or 12th class, sitting
thousands of miles away, can clean

up your bank account with a click of
the mouse. This situation needs to be
addressed”.
Noting that India had lagged

behind when the world went through
the industrial revolution, Modi said
he dreams of a Digital India where
government services are easily
available to citizens on mobile
devices.

“I dream of a digital India where
the government proactively engages
with people through social media... I
dream of Digital India where cyber
security becomes integral part of
national security,” he said, reminding
the audience of the historical speech
of Martin Luther King.  The digital
week will involve citizen awareness
program, but the main strategy is to
step up domestic investments in
manufacturing so that net imports of
technology and electronic goods
come down to nil by 2020, while
creating over 100 million jobs.
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As many as 38 Naga militants
were killed and seven
injured in a swift operation

carried by the Indian Army inside
Myanmar on June 10. It took merely
40 minutes for the 70 commandos of
the Indian Army to finish the
operation.
The decision of hot pursuit was

taken hours after the Naga militants
killed 18 soldiers in an ambush in
Chandel area of Manipur on June 4
and clearance was obtained from
Prime Minister Narendra Modi on
the night of June 7, soon after his
return from Bangladesh, sources
said.
The commandos of 21 Para,

equipped with assault rifles, rocket
launchers, grenades and night vision
goggles, were airdropped from
Dhruv helicopters, just inside the
Indian territory near the border with
Myanmar, sources said.
Once on the ground, the

contingent of the special forces split
into two groups and headed for two
camps being run by NSCN(K) and
KYKL, who are believed to be
responsible for the deadly ambush on
June 4, they said.
The teams trekked through the

thick jungles for at least five
kilometers before they reached the
training camps.  "Each of the two
teams were further divided into two
sub-groups. While one was
responsible for the direct assault, the
second formed an outer ring to
prevent any of insurgents from

running and escaping," the sources
said.
The actual operation (hitting the

camp and destroying it) took about
40 minutes. Not only did the
commandos kill those present at the
camps in gun fight, but one of the
camp was also set on fire.
Mi-17 helicopters of the Indian

Air Force were put on standby, ready
to be pressed into service to evacuate
the commandos in case anything

went wrong. .
The operation was carried out

based on specific and very accurate
intelligence and the operation was
overseen by General Officer
Commanding (GoC) of the Dimapur-
based 3 Corps Lt Gen Bipin Rawat,
the sources said.
Army chief Gen Dalbir Singh

Suhag, who had postponed his trip to
UK for the operation, was
coordinating from the Army
headquarters.
The decision to go in for a hot

pursuit was taken just hours after the
ambush on June 4 in a meeting that

was chaired by Home Minister
Rajnath Singh and attended by
Defence Minister Manohar Parrikar,
National Security Advisor Ajit
Doval, Suhag and others. The Prime
Minister gave the final clearance and
the operation was overseen by Doval.
Sources said that the Army will
undertake more such operations in
the region if required. At the June 4
meeting, it was initially suggested
that the attack on militants camp

should be carried out the very next
day, but the Army Chief expressed
his inability to carry out the strike at
such a short notice.
However, it was decided that the

strike has to be executed as early as
possible since a hot-pursuit normally
is carried out within 72 hours of an
incident by militants.
The meeting explored the options

of air strike using Sukhoi and MiG-
29 fighters as well as ground strike
by Special Forces of the army.
However, this option was ruled out
since the possibility of collateral
damage was high in an air strike.

Indian Army Kills 38
Militants in Myanmar
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Two important watchdogs to
ensure checks and balances in
the government business have

finally been appointed by the NDA
government at the centre.
In the first week of June, K V

Chowdary was appointed as the new
central vigilance commissioner while
Vijai Sharma is the new chief
information commissioner. T M
Bhasin has been appointed vigilance
commissioner. The CIC and CVC
posts have been lying vacant for over
nine months.
Chowdary is former chairman of

the Central Board of Direct Taxes
(CBDT) and Sharma was senior
information commissioner. The
agreement on these names came at

two meetings between Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and Leader
of Congress in Lok Sabha
Mallikarjun Kharge in two different
committees.
Sources said there were 203

applicants, including all 7
information commissioners, for the
post of the CIC and 553 for the post
of information commissioners.

In CVC, the term of Central
Vigilance Commissioner Pradeep
Kumar ended on September 28,
2014, while vigilance commissioner
JM Garg completed his tenure on
September 7. Sources said the
government had received about 130
applications for the two posts.
Meanwhile, Supreme Court

lawyer Prashant Bhushan, had
written to the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on May 20 to
publicly disclose the names of
persons shortlisted for appointment
as Central Vigilance Commissioner
(CVC).
Bhushan had stressed in the letter

that Chowdary was unsuitable for
this position because his name
figures four times in the list of
persons who visited former CBI
Director Ranjit Sinha at his official
residence.
Senior advocate of the Supreme

Court Ram Jethmalani too raised
objections to making Chowdhry as
the CVC.

New CVC and
CIC appointed
after 9 months

In CVC, the term of Central Vigilance
Commissioner Pradeep Kumar ended on
September 28, 2014, while vigilance
commissioner JM Garg completed his
tenure on September 7. Sources said the
government had received about 130
applications for the two posts.
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In a second crackdown on NGOs,the central government on
Tuesday cancelled the licence of

4,470 such set-ups. The
government’s move to regulate NGO
operations has also hit some top
universities in the country.
The Union home ministry

cancelled the registration of these
NGOs under the Foreign

Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA)
after going through their activities.
One of the reasons cited for the
strong action was that the NGOs had
failed to file annual returns. The
MHA claimed that notices were
given by the ministry’s foreigners
division before the action was taken.
Prominent organisations whose

FCRA licences stands cancelled
include Chandigarh-based Panjab
University, Gujarat National Law

University, Delhi University’s Gargi
College, Lady Irwin College in
Delhi, Vikram Sarabhai Foundation
and Kabir, an NGO floated by Delhi
Deputy Chief Minister Manish
Sisodia.
The Centre had cancelled the

licences of nearly 9,000 NGOs in
April last year for alleged violations
of the Foreign Contribution
Regulation Act (FCRA).
The government had also

Centre cancels
licenses of 4,470 NGOs

and Universities
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The University Grants Commission (UGC) recently released a list of 21 fake
universities operating across the country. And the alarming thing is, one-fourth
of the ‘bogus’ universities are in Delhi.

Of the 21 fake universities, eight are in Uttar Pradesh, with one located in
Noida, and six in the national Capital. Delhi holds the second position when it
comes to the number of fake universities.

Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Bihar and
West Bengal have one fake university each.

The six universities in Delhi which have been declared fake are Varanseya
Sanskrit Vishwavidyalaya, Commercial University Ltd, United Nations
University, Vocational University, ADR-Central Juridical University and ADR-
Central Juridical University.

“Students and public at large are informed that such 21 self-styled and
unrecognised institutions, functioning under the contravention of the UGC Act,
are declared as fake and are not entitled to confer any degrees,” the UGC
notice said.

UGC, the apex body for higher education in the country, periodically comes
out with a list of fake universities for the benefit of students. Interestingly, the
previous notice by the commission in May regarding fake universities has more
or less the same universities on the list.

21 FAke universities operAting
Across indiA

initiated action against Greenpeace
India when its activist Priya Pillai
was offloaded from a London-bound
flight by immigration officers at New
Delhi’s Indira Gandhi International
Airport in January this year. She was
to address British parliamentarians in
the UK.
The Delhi High Court later

overturned the action by the Home
Ministry and Pillai’s offload passport
stamp was expunged in May. The HC
also ordered the quashing of the
Look Out Circular in Pillai’s name
and she be removed from any IB
database.
Greenpeace India was at

loggerheads with the Centre over the
action. In April, the government had
also blocked Greenpeace India’s
bank accounts, following which the
environmental group had to seek
interim relief from the Delhi HC.
The government had also blocked

funding from the US based Ford
Foundation without mandatory
permission from the Home ministry.
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India is a storehouse of immensetalent and highly knowledgeable
professionals and this talent pool

needs to be tapped efficiently in
order to unearth the plethora of
natural resources present in the
country today, said Dharmendra
Pradhan, Minister of State for
Petroleum & Natural Gas
(Independent Charge).
The minister was reviewing the

performance Indian Oil & Gas Sector
at Hyderabad on June 26, 2015. He
exhorted the Oil & Gas fraternity to
strengthen inter-ministerial
coordination for compressing the
timelines of projects and striving for
early completion.
Pradhan said that his ministry is

all set to take proactive measures to
enhance the growth of the sector by
gauging the inter-ministerial issues
through a quarterly review for early
fault diagnosis and resolution.
Andhra Pradesh & Telangana

being a powerhouse of many natural
resources, Pradhan expressed his

expectations from the oil & gas
companies to take charge and
estimate the possibility of CBM
(Coal Bed Methane) harnessing in
the region. This will also give a fillip
to the adoption of cleaner sources of
energy for an energy hungry nation
like
India. He also encouraged the

energy fraternity to tap the
unconventional gas reserves in the
Telangana region. 
The minister stressed that the

petroleum and natural ministry will
earnestly look into the exploration
policy and strongly underscored that

it should be guided by national
interests and not by commercial
interests.
Pradhan encouraged the PSUs to

be highly results driven and engage
into the rewarding bond of
knowledge and technology. To
improve the energy production
infrastructure standing in the country
today, PNGG, CNG and small power
plants will be encouraged, he added.
The meeting was attended by

CMD’s & Directors from Oil & Gas
giants such as ONGC, OIL, GAIL,
Reliance India, Cairn, Deep
Industries and GSPC.

Talent pool needs to be
tapped: Dharmendra Pradhan
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It shows that most of the ruralpopulation is engaged in
unorganised jobs, and that

scheduled caste and scheduled tribe
households are faced with lower
income and opportunities compared
with overall figures, according to the
Socio-Economic and Caste Census
(SECC 2011).
A total of 17.91 crore rural

households were surveyed across
India as part of SECC 2011, the first
exercise of this nature since
independence.
Only 5 percent had a salaried

government job, and 3.57 percent
had a salaried private sector job. That

means over 90 percent of rural India
is engaged in unsalaried work. Also
the private sector is a smaller
provider of jobs in rural India

compared with the government. The
percentage figures of salaried
employment are even lower for
scheduled castes (SC) and scheduled
tribes (ST).
And almost 51.14 percent or 9.16

crore people are engaged in manual
casual labour, the survey shows,
pointing to lack of development and
other job options.
The highest earning member in

74.49 percent of households makes
less than Rs 5,000 a month. When it
comes to scheduled castes, the
number rises to 83.56 percent (out of
total of 3.3 crore SC households
surveyed), and 86.57 percent of ST
households (out of 1.96 households).
This is also reflected in

SECC 2011 highlights
plight of rural households
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ownership of vehicles. 17.43 percent
of all households own a two-wheeler.
But only 11.27 percent of SC and
8.42 percent of ST households can
afford that. Only 4.58 percent of
households pay income tax or
professional tax. The vast majority
falls below the government's tax
slabs which is an indicator of the low
levels of income overall.
Mobile phone ownership far

outstrips landlines. That is not a
surprise because other studies have
shown that India has leapfrogged into

the mobile age before landlines could
spread to rural areas. 68.35 percent
of all households own a mobile
phone. The figure for SC households
is comparable at 66.64 percent but
drops sharply for ST households in
which only 41.4 percent have a
mobile phone and 57.37 percent have
no communication device at all.
25.63 percent of all households

surveyed own cultivated land. The
figures are lower for ST and SC
households. More worrying is the
fact that 29.7 percent own land that

is not cultivated. For ST households,
that figure is as high as 42.71
percent. In other words, such
households have land that's of little
use.
Such lands, which are not

yielding any income, might be useful
to buy for building factories and
industries if the Land Bill is passed
in parliament. That will create jobs,
which will raise incomes of
households which are hardly earning
anything from sitting on
unproductive land.

Prince Alwaleed bin Talal of Saudi Arabia, one of
the richest men in the world, said he wants to

donate his entire $32 billion fortune to groups that
promote health and help with disaster relief.
The 60-year-old will also support women's

charities and those that look towards eradicating
disease. His investments include London's Savoy
Hotel, Apple, Citigroup and News Corp.
The businessman has been known for his

extravagant gifts and previously gave 25 Bentleys to
members of a Saudi football team. He also promised
to give a free Bentley to every pilot involved in the
Yemen air strikes earlier this year.
In 2013 he threatened to boycott Forbes magazine

for underestimating his wealth and saying he was only
in 26th place in a list of the world's richest. The prince
first came to the attention of the magazine when he
contacted them following the publication of their first
list in 1988.
He wanted to inform them of his wealth and

ensure that he was included in the next one. But the
relationship soured when the 2013 annual list claimed
he was worth only £13bn. According to the prince’s
calculations he should have been ranked at number
ten with a £19.5bn fortune.
The super yacht owner, who is married to Princess

Amira Al-Taweel and has two children, also enjoys
the world’s largest private jet and a fleet of more than
200 cars. These include his collection of Ferraris and
Lamborghinis.
His property empire includes a 420-room mansion

in Riyadh, which boasts various swimming pools and
portraits of himself, as well as a 120-acre 'farm and
resort'.
Cap: Saudi Arabian billionaire Prince Alwaleed

bin Talal, pictured, is planning on giving his entire
$32billion fortune to charity.

Saudi prince pledges to give his
$32 billion fortune to charity
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Scientific Advisor to Defense
Minister and Director, RCI-
Hyderabad, Dr G Sateesh

Reddy complimented Nuclear Fuel
Complex (NFC) for achieving 140
percent of targets. He was the chief
guest at Nuclear Fuel Complex (NFC)
Day that was celebrated on June 19.
Speaking on the occasion he

acknowledged the contributions of
NFC in supporting the missile
programme of Ministry of Defense.
He also thanked the Department of
Atomic Energy indicating that all
Units of DAE – BARC, RRCAT,
NFC & ECIL, etc. have been
contributing for the self reliance of
missile programme.
Reddy further acknowledged that

NFC has a healthy Management and
Union Culture wherein the Unions
support in achieving record
production by NFC.
Chairman and Chief Executive of

the NFC, Dr N Saibaba said that the
seventh lakh fuel bundle was
produced in record 16 months period.

Volatility in Worker and Management
relationship is now arranged and
managed by grass root workforce, he
said adding that Dr. Ratan Kumar
Sinha, Secretary, DAE and Chairman,
Atomic Energy Commission has
commented that this plant is cleanest
in the world.
Dr  P S Parihar, Director, AMD

said that AMD, UCIL and NFC are
part of the front-end of the nuclear
fuel cycle and have been contributing
to the nuclear power programme. He
complimented all employees of NFC
for their dedicated service in record
Production. Speaking on the occasion,

P Sudhakar, CMD, ECIL said that
NFC and ECIL being in the same
neighborhood have been playing
complementary role and ECIL has
been extending necessary support to
NFC with regard to instrumentation,
SCADA Systems, Computerization
etc.
On this occasion, Stress

Management Policy of NFC has been
released by Dr Parihar, Director,
AMD and NFC Highlights for the
year 2014-15 has been released by
Sudhakar, CMD, ECIL. Work of
Excellence Awards were given to two
NFC Groups on this occasion.

NFC Day celebrated
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AMuslim school teacher in
Gujarat built a temple
honouring Goddess

Saraswati, revered by Hindus as
deity of knowledge.
The retired school teacher, Abdul

Vora, of Marida village near Nadiad
city in Kheda district used most of
his savings to build the temple.
Called as Abdul Chacha by the

children,  he taught in the school of
the Hindu-majority village for over
three decades and was inspired by the
Saraswati temple in Kathlal taluk
while he was training to become a
primary teacher.
"I am a teacher first and

everything else later. For me, my
children are my inspiration and theirs
is goddess Saraswati. So the temple,"
Abdul said. "The temple took five
years to be constructed. Many
villagers also contributed whatever
they could."
Abdul's family was among the

three Muslim families in Andhari
village near Nadiad, where he was
born. Not only did the school teacher
spearhead the construction of the

temple, but he also taught the
children how to do pooja.
"I have always got respect from

every individual in this village. I
served as a teacher here and would
like to serve its people," he said.

Muslim School
Teacher Builds

Saraswati
Temple
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The first International Yoga Day
was celebrated across the
globe on June 21. In India,

Prime Minister Narendra Modi led
the celebrations by   practicing
'asanas' along with nearly 37,000
participants during a mega event at
Rajpath in Delhi. During the event
Modi described yoga as a means to
train the human mind to begin a new
era of peace and harmony.
Top BJP functionaries - from

Union ministers to chief ministers,
went out on a limb to make the
International Yoga Day a grand
success. In Jammu, braving morning
rains, Union minister  Jitendra Singh
led the Army, BSF and other
paramilitary forces into the event of
the day with around 1,500 people at
the Gulshan Ground.
"There is nothing political about

yoga," Singh said, adding, "But if
politics benefits an individual then
such type of politics must be
performed daily." The day was
observed by BSF troopers and their
family members with gusto.
The brain child of Narendra Modi

who also succeeded in promoting
Swacch Bharat mission with the same
tempo has received support from
public, opposition and media.
There were initial hiccups. There

was resistance as it was perceived
that yoga has Hindu value. The Indian
Government has announced an
International Yoga Day making it
compulsory for everyone to observe.
However, it should have been

introduced as an option, giving
complete freedom to choose, rather
than making it compulsory. The word
compulsory was not liked by the
public.
However, no religion disapproved

of Yoga. History reads that Mughal
emperor Jahangir commissioned a
Persian text, Bahr al-Hayat, which
depicted 21 asanas. Swami
Vivekananda, the Hindu reformer,
became a sensation after presenting
yoga to the West as a scientifically
based philosophy at the Parliament of
Religions in Chicago in 1893. None
disapproved.
In all, Modi has proved a point

and has successfully scripted his
insight in increasing the country’s
visibility, promoting its brand in the

world market. Yoga is a big business
today. One can imagine the mammoth
influx of tourists to India if the
promotion continues.
As a result of increased awareness

towards wellness and health-related
activities, this sector poses great
investment opportunities in the areas
of setting up specialized treatment
centers, spas and rejuvenation
treatments as well as Ayurveda drug
manufacturing. Baba Ramdev’s
Patanjali Ayurved alone recorded
revenues of Rs 1,200 crore in the
fiscal year 2013, and claims to have
crossed Rs 2,000 crore last year.
Besides the mushrooming of

boutique yoga studios, the business of
yoga has also sprouted a lucrative
ancillary market. Yoga apparels, yoga
mats, all kinds of accessories are big
money magnets. Indian brands like
Urban Yoga, Forever Young, Do you
Speak Green and Isha Shoppe to
global ones like Prana and
Yogasmoga are all showing how it is
done in style. In all, Prime Minister
Modi deserves appreciation for
mobilising large population of
Indians and motivate other countries
to practice yoga for their well being.

the mAn
who

mAde
it hAppen
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Women find guys who are
adept with kids more
attractive, according to a

2014 study in the Journal of Human
Behavior in the Social Environment.
Nicolas Guéguen, a professor of

social and cognitive psychology at
the University of South Brittany,
based his findings on a field
experiment— outside a local bar.
They suggest that for the long haul,
women want more than a provider
who makes bank; they want a loving
father, too.
Women were three times more

likely to give their phone number
when the male volunteer acted
affectionately toward the baby.
Earlier studies have also found

that women feel more attracted to
men who have an affinity for
children, but most of this research
involved surveying and showing
participants photographs in a
laboratory.
Guéguen said he wanted to

confirm this allure in a real-world
setting. So he recruited three 20-year-
old male volunteers, as well as two

mothers and their infants. When a
single woman sat at a table, a male
volunteer took a post at a nearby
table. A minute later, a mother
arrived with her baby. The male
volunteer greeted the mom as his
“dear sister.” Then he either kissed
and stroked the baby while chatting
with his “sister” about how her child
ate and slept, or simply said
“Hi, baby,” and asked about her

car troubles. After his “sister” left,
the male volunteer made his move on
the woman he eyed earlier and asked
for her number.
After Casanova left, a female

volunteer asked the participant to
complete a survey. The 49
participants, ages 18 to 25, who
agreed to do so rated the male
volunteer’s attractiveness — overall
and as a long-term partner — as well
as how fatherly, kind and loving he

was on a scale of 1 to 10.
Women were three times more

likely to give out their numbers when
the male volunteer acted
affectionately toward the baby, and in
these cases, they gave him
significantly more positive ratings in
every category.
Guéguen noted that he used a

small sample size from a bar in
Brittany — definitely not
representative of all women —
although he might go on to replicate
the experiment in other countries.
Guéguen’s study makes sense

from an evolutionary perspective.
Since men have what is called a
short-term mating strategy — having
sex with no long-term cost — they
care more about finding a physically
attractive woman.
A classic 1995 study found that

how a woman treated children had no
effect on her attractiveness to men.
But women are more sensitive to
contextual variables, seeking men
with not only the ability to acquire
resources, but also a willingness to
invest in them and their kids.

WOMEN LOVE
MEN WHO LOVE KIDS
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Mount Everest moved three
centimeters during the
recent earthquakes in

Nepal. However, the height of
world's tallest mountain has not been
affected.
Mt Qomolangma, the

Tibetan/Chinese name for Mt
Everest, has moved 40 cms to the
northeast over the past ten years,
including 3 cms during the April 25
and May 12 quakes, China's National
Administration of Surveying,
Mapping and Geoinformation said.
Observers with the department,

which has monitoring equipment on
the mountain, found that Mt Everest
shifted 3 cms after the devastating
earthquake, while the height of the
world's highest mountain at 8,848
metre was left unaffected.

This is contrary to reports by
Europe's Sentinel-1A radar satellite
that world's tallest peak may have
shrank about 2.5 cm after the quake.
The first good view from a

satellite in the aftermath of Nepal's
deadly earthquake showed that a
broad swath of ground near
Kathmandu lifted vertically, by about
one metre causing severe damage to
the city, Live Science reported last
month.
The data also indicated Mt

Everest might have got a bit shorter,
the report said. But the Chinese data
contradicted this.
The devastating 7.9-magnitude

earthquake that struck Nepal on April
25 and another measuring 7.3 on
May 12, claimed over 9,000 lives

and injured another 21,000 people.
Monitoring data collected by

China's National Administration of
Surveying, Mapping and
Geoinformation from 2005 to 2015
shows that the mountain has been
moving at a speed of four cms per
year and has been growing by 0.3
cms annually.
The mountain is located on the

collision belt for the boundary
between the Indian and the Eurasian
Plates, where the crustal movements
are active.
Geographical changes in the area

have great influence on the climate,
environment and ecology of East and
South Asia, the Chinese experts said.
The administration set a satellite

monitoring system on Mt. Everest in
2005 and has been observing the
movement of the mountain since
then.

Mt Everest
moved 3 cm during

Nepal quake
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India is set to acquire the primeproperty in London where B.R.
Ambedkar, the architect of the

Indian Constitution and a Dalit rights
activist, lived during his student days
in the 1920s. The house is being sold
for an estimated £4 million.
An 'under-offer' sign outside the

10 King Henry’s Road townhouse on
a leafy street in Chalk Farm area of
north London indicates that the sale
process is nearly complete.
A blue plaque commemorates the

fact that Ambedkar lived there in
1921-22 when he was studying at
London School of Economics (LSE).
The work is in progress,

confirmed a senior Indian High
Commission diplomat in London,
who has been facilitating the process
since the Maharashtra government
took the decision to acquire the
property.
“This is a historical moment for

us because it is not just a house but
has the emotions of all Indians
attached to it", said Rajkumar
Badole, Maharashtra’s minister of
social justice and special assistance.
The cost of the London property,

likely to be borne by the Maharashtra
government, is estimated to be
between £3.2 million and £4 million.
The building, which already has

a memorial plaque dedicated to Dr
Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar, Indian
crusader for social justice, will

require some essential repair work -
after which the Maharashtra
government plans to open it to the
public.
Among the proposals under

consideration is to use one of the
floors as a transitory residence for
Indian students who arrive in the UK
to study.
The London-based Federation of

Ambedkarites and Buddhist
Organisation (FABO) UK, which had
triggered the whole process by

writing to the Indian government to
purchase the property as a
historically relevant monument, feels
it will become a focal point to spread
Dr Ambedkar’s message about
equality, human rights and social
justice.
The 2,050 sq feet three-storey

house is in one of London’s prime
locations went up for sale through an
estate agent last year.
The decision by Maharashtra to

purchase the home was cleared by
Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis
and the state Cabinet gave its final
nod to the proposal in February this
year. An independent survey of the
six-bedroom house must now be
conducted before a sale can be
finalised.

India set to buy London
home where Ambedkar

lived as a student
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The number of people forced to flee their homes
because of war, conflict or persecution has
reached a record high of almost 60 million.

Around 42,500 men, women and children became
refugees, asylum seekers or were displaced in their own
countries every day last year, a study by the United
Nations agency UNHCR found.
Researchers said it meant that one in every 122

people on the planet were either a refugee, internally
displaced or seeking asylum. Antonio Guterres, the UN
High Commissioner for Refugees, said the 'world is a
mess'.
He told the BBC:  'The drama is that if people think

that humanitarians can clean up the mess. It's no longer
possible. We have no capacities to pick up the pieces.
'More and more people are suffering and

unfortunately for many of them there is no chance to
support them.' In separate comments, he added: 'We are
witnessing a paradigm change, an unchecked slide into
an era in which the scale of global forced displacement

as well as the response required is now clearly dwarfing
anything seen before.
'It is terrifying that on the one hand there is more and

more impunity for those starting conflicts and on the
other there is seeming utter inability of the international
community to work together to stop wars and build and
preserve peace.'
At the end of 2014, the number of people who had

been displaced stood at 59.5million - a rise of 8.3million
compared to the previous year. The annual increase was
the highest recorded.  The UNHCR's global trends report
showed that 13.9 million individuals became newly
displaced in 2014. Worldwide there were 19.5 million
refugees – up from 16.7 million in 2013; 38.2 million
were displaced inside their own countries – up from 33.3
million in 2013.
Some 1.8 million people were awaiting the outcome

of claims for asylum – compared to 1.2 million the
previous year. More than half of the refugees were
children. Civil war in Syria is seen as a major factor in
the soaring numbers being forced from their homes. At
the end of last year, 7.6 million people were internally
displaced in the country, while there were 3.9 million
Syrian refugees.
In Europe – which has seen the crisis of migrants

crossing the Mediterranean escalate this year – the total
number of people displaced at the end of 2014 was 6.7
million, a rise of more than 50 per cent compared to the
previous year. Germany had the highest number of
aslyum applications pending in the EU, followed by
Sweden. The UK had the ninth highest number of
asylum seekers awaiting a decision at the end of 2014,
with 36,383, according to data, while there was a total
of 117,161 refugees in the country.
The report added that Britain was among a number

of countries to have registered significant numbers of
unaccompanied or separated children seeking asylum,
with 1,900 last year.

59.5 million
Refugees affected
by war globally
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Union Steel and Mines
Minister N S Tomar
reviewed the performance of

NMDC during his recent visit to the
head office at Hyderabad. Speaking
on the occasion Tomar said,
“NMDC, one of the largest miners in
India must focus on increasing iron
ore production. This will have the
twin benefit of keeping prices in
check and ensuring equitable supply
of raw material to big and small
producers. As a responsible PSU
mining company, it is the
responsibility of NMDC to ensure
that there is no imbalance on these
counts. Mining as an industry has a
negative perception in the minds of
public, which needs to be corrected
by sustained efforts. The company

also needs to bring more parity in its
physical and financial performance.”
The minister advised NMDC to

get a strategic plan prepared for long
term vision. He further said, "Delay
in execution and commissioning of
the ongoing projects needs to be

curtailed at the earliest. Nagarnar
Steel Plant, Kumarswamy
mechanised mines, Deposit 11-b and
pellet plant projects  must be put on
fast track to be completed in time.
Performance in respect of financial
parameters like gross operating
margin, PAT, per employee profit etc.
has scope for improvement.”
Earlier CMD, NMDC N Kothari

stated that this is first visit of a steel
minister to NMDC head office in last
few decades. He apprised the
minister on the progress of SPV front
in Jharkhand, MOU for which is
likely to be signed next month.
Kothari assured the minister that hot
trials of the Nagarnar Steel Plant
would commence by
December’2016. Senior officials of
Ministry of Steel and NMDC were
present during this meeting

Union steel minister
reviews NMDC performance
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Sneha Farms Private Limited
has launched Saphala brand
wheat atta recently as part of

its expansion programme in the
FMCG sector.
Speaking on the occasion, group

Chairman and Managing Director, D
Ram Reddy said that the group has
vibrant plans for FMCG segment as
it is planned to roll out one product
category every quarter in the FMCG
sector.
The group ventured into edible

oil industry in 2010 by setting up
soya crushing plant with a capacity
of 750 TPD and refining facility with
100 MT at Chandrapur in Vidharba
region of Maharashtra.
The group has also set up rice

bran extraction plant with a capacity
of 300 TPD and a refinery with 100
TPD at Karimnagar in Telangana
state which is the hub for paddy
cultivation and milling.

The group traces its humble
beginning to 1982 when the
visionary D Ram Reddy, the first
generation entrepreneur started retail
chicken outlets under the brand name
‘Ram Reddy Chicken Market’ in
Hyderabad.
Subsequently, ‘Sneha Fresh

Chicken’ has been launched, which
brought dynamic changes in the
chicken retailing with more focus on
hygiene and customer service. Today
SFPL markets around 5 lakh kgs
chicken a day across central and
southern India.

Sneha Group launches
Saphala Wheat Atta
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Jaypee Group has offered to
cleanse the river Yamuna within
a five year time span. Founder

Chairman of Jaypee Group
Jaiprakash Gaur said,
“I can purge the Yamuna river of

its filth, effluents and garbage latest
by 2020 given a free hand”.
He was speaking at a Conference

on Power Lunch with IFCI Limited
under the aegis of PHD Chamber of
Commerce and Industry.
“Authorities need to shed their

hypocrisies in executing public
policies and allow industries a free
hand to undertake a public cause
such as cleansing the river Yamuna

which can be done within a time span
of five years with a transformational
approach”, said Gaur.
Speaking on the occasion, Future

Group CEO Kishore Biyani offered
financial packages to young and
bright start ups to support their
ventures with disruptive ideas though
on case to case basis provided such
ideas appeal to the management.
IFCI Venture Capital Funds

Limited Managing Director
Shivendra Tomar, however, declined
to fund the start ups, pointing out that
currently its mandate is to offer
venture funds for schedule caste only.
He, however, added that in course

of time, the company could entertain
such proposals as to fund the

ventures of startups depending upon
their viability in future.
The Chief Executive Officer and

Managing Director, IFCI Limited,
Malay Mukherjee in his key note
address said that the company had
asked the government to allow it to
raise tax free bonds to finance the
mega projects.
The company would continue to

support the developmental finances
for the needs of the country as and
when required and meet all
legitimate aspirations of all its
clintage.
The discussions of the Power

Lunch were moderated by the
President of the PHD Chamber Alok
B Shriram.

will clean Yamuna in 5 yrs:
JaYPee group
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Growing differences among
Maoists are adversely
affecting the rebel

movement, with the top leadership
now targeting the lower-rung cadres
for flouting diktats.
According to intelligence

agencies, the recent killings of three
Maoists in Chhattisgarh are cited as
the fallout of the growing unrest
within the rebel movement.
The three Maoists, who wanted to

surrender before the security forces,
were gunned down by their comrades
after the top leaders decided at a self-
styled people’s court, that anybody
making an attempt to give up arms
should be killed.
Intelligence reports indicate that

the local tribal population in

Chhattisgarh who joined the
movement are not happy with the top
leadership, which belongs to Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana.
Sources said this was not the first

time such killings had taken place
and there had been instances where
those who didn’t agree with the top
leadership were killed by branding
them as police informers.
There are intelligence inputs that

at least eight such killings have taken
place in the state in the recent past,
as the rift between the local Maoist
leaders and those from outside is
widening.
“The locals feel exploited by the

top leadership and look at them as
outsiders,” said a source.
The police forces are trying to

take advantage of the growing
differences among the Maoists and

convincing the lower-rung cadre to
surrender. The rebel movement has
been jolted as surrenders have
increased over the last year.
The figure was only 282 in 2013,

while 671 rebels surrendered last
year. A similar trend can be seen this
year, with 157 rebels laying down
arms in the first four months. Last
year there were 91 surrenders in the
corresponding period.
Chhattisgarh, where Maoists are

being targeted by their own
leadership, has registered the highest
surrender rate with over 70 cadres
giving up arms this year in the Bastar
area, a Maoist stronghold.
The central committee of the

Maoists has also expressed its
dissatisfaction with the trend, which
suggests that the movement is facing
severe setbacks.

In-fighting cripples
Maoist movement
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Dreaded terror outfit Islamic
State (IS) is trying to gain a
foothold in Pakistan

occupied Kashmir (PoK), a senior
Army official has said.
"Whatever inputs we have, IS has

not taken in a major way, but they are
definitely trying to gain foothold in
the area (PoK)", General Officer
Commanding (GoC), 16 Corps, Lt
Gen K H Singh told reporters on the
sidelines of an army function.
He was replying to a question on

the threat perception of IS in PoK
amid media reports about the terror
outfit's presence in the valley. Lt Gen
Singh said that there were around
200 to 225 militants in 36 launch
pads across the Pir Panchal range
waiting to infiltrate into the Indian
side. The terror infrastructure across
the border was intact and training
camps were still active, he added.
To a question on whether

terrorists were planning to target the
ongoing Amarnath Yatra, Lt Gen K
H Singh said there were general
inputs about possibility of such an
attack. "I cannot share specific inputs
with you, but yes there are general
inputs that terrorists might try to
attack the Yatra. There are 13 to 14
Yatras going on in the region," he
said, adding terrorists from across the
border were planning to infiltrate and
create problems.
Lt Gen Singh said that Pakistan

continues to support terrorists and the
terror infrastructure across the border
was intact.

"Though there were fewer
incidents of ceasefire violations this
year as compared to the previous
year, we have credible inputs that
terrorists are taking time to re-
energise themselves to infiltrate and
launch attacks in Indian side," he
said.
Commenting on a recent report

that terrorists groups have infiltrated
into the Indian side through the LoC
in the Rajouri sector he said, "As per
our multi agency inputs there are no
such confirmed inputs of a
group having gone through
and entered our side."
To a question on

whether the militant
outfits in Valley were
trying to recruit youth
in Jammu he said,
"They may be

planning to recruit volunteers to join
their ranks in Jammu as well to
increase their area of operations."
"Indian Army is prepared to

defeat the designs of the terrorists.
The counter terror operations are
effective and the Army is making the
Indian nation proud," he said.

IS is trying to gain
foothold in PoK
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The family members of
dreaded terrorist, Yasin
Bhatkal, have launched a

campaign saying the police might kill
him in a fake encounter.
Yasin is the founder of terror

outfit Indian Mujahideen, which
according to the investigating
agencies, is responsible for a number
of bomb blasts across the country
including the Dilsukhnagar bomb
blasts triggered on February 21, 2013
that killed over 17 people and injured
more than 100 people.
Yasin is currently lodged in

Cherlapally prison in connection with
the Dilsukhnagar bomb blasts case,
which is being investigated by the
National Investigation Agency (NIA).
Recent reports in media

suggested that Yasin has been
actively utilising the telephone
service provided within the jail as per
the prison rules, allegedly to carryout
his illegal activities. The prison
authorities have said the terrorist had
made calls to unknown people on the
ground that he was talking to his wife
and mother.
It is said the terrorist spoke to

some people in Arabic which the
prison authorities could not
understand but the conversation has
been recorded and the same has been
handed over to the NIA authorities.
Sources said, the NIA authorities

were shocked to find from the
recordings that Islamic State
terrorists had offered help to Yasin in

escaping from the prison and reach
Syria.
But Yasin’s mother, Rehana

Siddibapa claims that his plan to
escape to Syria is a conspiracy of the
police. "It is a pack of lies. It is true
that Yasin spoke to his wife and me
over the phone. But he never said
anything about escaping to Syria.
They are just trying to frame my
son."
Rehana said they were worried

about his life now. “We sense that
there is something worse waiting to
happen. What if he is killed in an
encounter to make it look as if it
happened when he tried to escape
from the jail? My son had told me in
the past on several occasions that the

police might kill him in an encounter.
We request the authorities concerned
to look into this matter."
According to her, the leaked

information that Yasin was planning
to escape to Syria was part of a
greater conspiracy involving all
government agencies.
“We should not be shocked

tomorrow if we learn that police
killed him while escaping from the
jail. We have reached that stage. We
are clueless as to whom to
approach,” Rehana lamented.
Meanwhile, the Karnataka Police

have enhanced the surveillance in
Bhatkal following specific orders
from the Central intelligence
agencies.

IM founder Yasin Bhatkal
receiving ISIS help?
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Vladimir Putin is set to kit out the
Russian military with a top secret
spaceship-like aircraft that promises
to be lighter than air.
Work is already underway on the

hi-tech 130-metre-long Atlant, which
will be created merging the
technology from planes, hovercraft
and airships.
Capable of taking off and landing

without a runway it will be able to
carry 200 military personnel or as
much as 60 tonnes of cargo at speeds
of up to 86mph. There will also be a
smaller, swifter version, that can
carry up to 16 tonnes at 105mph.
The futuristic craft is equipped

with sophisticated high-precision
computer technology, with Russian
officials saying the
$15million aircraft will be
used by the Defence
Ministry.
No further details on

how it will be put into

service have been released, but the
company behind the 21st century
blimp, Augur RosAeroSystems, has

announced Putin's
new

toy will be ready for use by the army
as early as 2018.
Mikhail Talesnikov, the vice-

Russia set to 
unveil huge zeppelin
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president of the firm, said all
development work in the first phase
of the project will be completed by
December. Further work will then be
undertaken by the technical team
before test flights with a prototype
begin.
He added that it will not use the

same kind of ballast controls used by
traditional airships, such as those
dating back to the days of the ill-
fated Hindenburg.
Talesnikov said: “It uses different

principles of flight. In short, it retains
the advantages of airships but is
cured of their primary problems.
During the unloading of the weight
at the point of arrival, for instance,
the airship will be able to get heavier
via controls without needing ballast.
In that way it will not get weightless
after unloading and will not soar into
the stratosphere.
“We also came up with the

decision to make the airship harder
by using special balancing system
(SAB). It also has a hard shell. Not a
frame faced by cloth, but a composite

body. It is an innovative solution and
this system is unique, nowhere
abroad do they have that.”
Computer images of the Atlant

show its main cabin resembles that of
an airship, with an overly large
cockpit window and two small wings

fixed to the rear of the
fuselage. Designers

say it will
combine the
best

properties
of an airship,

plane, helicopter
and hovercraft but

give no further details on how
this hybrid will be created.
It is also being created to

withstand outside temperatures of 40
Degrees Celsius, which are typical in
the midst of Russian winters.
Established in 1991 Augur
RosAeroSystems is a leading

manufacturer of airships and two
years ago unveiled the AU-30, which
was capable of carrying a payload of
half-a-tonne.
The airship industry is slowing

making a comeback, almost seven
decades after the German
Hindenburg disaster that left 35
people dead. It is estimated there are
about 50 of them in existence around
the world, in use by private firms as
well as the military.
Manufacturers insist that they are

cheaper to fly than helicopters and
airplanes, can carry more cargo and
are capable of reaching remote and
hard-to-reach areas. The Atlant will
cost 30 per cent less than Russia's
Mi-26 heavy transport helicopter,
which can cost up to $25million.
Two different models will be

created: the Atlant-100, which will
be 130 metres long and able to fly at
140kmph and the smaller 75-metre-
long version, the Atlant-30, which
will be able to carry a 16 tonne
payload at speeds of about 170kph. 
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Usage of social media in rural
India has grown by 100
percent during the last one

year with 25 million users residing in
that belt.
However, urban India registered a

relatively lower growth of 35 percent
with the total number of users at 118
million as on April 2015, says the
'Social Media in India 2014' report by
the Internet and Mobile Association
of India (IAMAI) and Indian Market

Research Bureau (IMRB)
International.
There are 143 million social

media users in India as on April 2015.
The report stated that the top four
metros continue to account for almost
half of the social media users in urban
India. The report said the largest
segment accessing social media
consists of the college going students
with 34 percent followed by young
men at 27 percent.
School-going children constitute

12 percent of the social media users.

College-going students and young
men still form the 60 percent of the
social media users in urban India.
The report further stated that 61

percent of these users access social
media on their mobile device.
"The fact that almost two-thirds

of the users are already accessing
social media through their mobile is
a promising sign. With the expected
increase in mobile traffic the number
of users accessing social media on
mobile is only bound to increase," the
report added.

Social Media usage in rural
India has grown by 100%

There are 143 million social media users in India as on April 2015. The report
stated that the top four metros continue to account for almost half of the

social media users in urban India.
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The Earth has entered its sixth
mass extinction phase, a new
study warns, and the time we

have to avoid dramatic consequences
is rapidly running out.
Vertebrates -- which include

mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians
and fish -- are disappearing at a rate
114 times faster than normal,
according the study published in the
journal Science Advances.
The study, led by Stanford,

Princeton and the University of
California-Berkeley, stated the
number of vertebrate species that
have gone extinct in the last century
normally take 800 to 10,000 years to
disappear under natural extinction

rates.
"These estimates reveal an

exceptionally rapid loss of
biodiversity over the last
few centuries, indicating
that a sixth mass
extinction is already
under way," the
researchers wrote.
The last such
extinction was 65
million years ago,
The Telegraph noted,
when dinosaurs were
wiped off the face of the
planet.
Human activity related to

development and climate change are
exacerbating the problem, the study
argued.

"Our analysis emphasizes that
our global society has started to
destroy species of other organisms at

an accelerating rate,
initiating a mass
extinction episode
unparalleled for 65
million years," the
researchers wrote.
Avoiding a true
sixth mass
extinction will
require rapid,

greatly intensified
efforts to conserve

already threatened species and
to alleviate pressures on their
populations -- notably habitat loss,
overexploitation for economic gain,
and climate change ... However, the

Earth has entered sixth
mass extinction phase
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Humans will be extinct in 100
years due to overcrowding,
declining resources and

climate change, according to a
prominent scientist.
The comments were first made by

Australian microbiologist Dr Frank
Fenner in 2010, but engineer and
science writer David Auerbach has
reiterated the doom-laden warning in
his latest article.
He criticises the recent G7

summit for failing to deal with the
problems facing the survival of
humanity, such as global warming
and exhausting Earth's resources.
Auerbach goes on to say that

experts have predicted that 21st
century civilisation faces a similar
fate to the inhabitants of Easter
Island, who went extinct when they
overexploited their natural habitat.
‘Homo sapiens will become

extinct, perhaps within 100 years,’ Dr

Fenner told The Australian in
2010. He later passed away in
November 2010 at the age of 95.
At the G7 talks in Bonn in

Germany recently, governments
failed to come up with a clear plan to
cut emissions in the coming years.
It emerged that countries' current

pledges for greenhouse gas cuts will
fail to achieve a peak in energy-
related emissions by 2030. This will
likely result in a temperature rise of
2.6°C by the end of the century, the
International Energy Agency said.
‘When the G7 appealed to all

countries to reduce carbon emissions
to zero in the next 85 years, the
scientific reaction was unanimous:
That’s far too late,’ Auerbach wrote.
‘At this point, lowering emissions

is just half the story - the easy half.
The harder half will be an aggressive
effort to find the technologies needed
to reverse the climate apocalypse that
has already begun.’
He noted that ‘dangerous’ climate

change was already here, but the
question now was whether
‘catastrophic’ climate change could
be avoided.
The widely agreed goal is that

global temperatures must be kept
below a rice of 2°C by the end of the
century. A 5°C increase, as predicted
to occur by 2100 at the moment,
would cause widespread flooding,
famine, drought and mass extinction.
‘Even the 2°C figure predicts

more than a metre’s rise in sea levels
by 2100, enough to displace
millions,’ Auerbach noted. But he
said that current targets are simply not
enough to keep under this 2°C target.
The US has suggested cutting

emissions by up to 28 per cent by
2025 from 2005 levels, the EU 40 per
cent from 1990 to 2030 and China an
unspecified amount. ‘Ultimately, we
need a Cold War-level of investment
in research into new technologies to
mitigate the coming effects of global
warming,’ he concluded.

Mankind will be extinct
in 100 years
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They are often depicted as little
green men or even monsters
with ferocious teeth and

claws, but there may well be aliens
that look a lot like humans, a leading
evolutionary biologist has claimed.
Professor Simon Conway Morris,

a palaeontologist at the University of
Cambridge, argues that life on other
planets may well follow a theory
known as convergent evolution.
This suggests species will

independently evolve similar traits
and features to solve particular
problems presented to them by the
environment. He points to the eye,
which is thought to have evolved
independently more than 50 times in
the history of the Earth, as an
example.
Professor Conway Morris claims

that as a result of this, life on other
Earth-like planets would follow
similar evolutionary paths to those on
our own planet. If correct, it means
the depiction of aliens as human-like
in popular science fiction series like

Star Wars and Star Trek may not be
far from the truth. Professor Conway
Morris, who makes the argument in a
new book called The Runes of
Evolution, said astronomers were
discovering a growing number of
Earth-like planets and so it was
surprising there had not been any
signs of intelligent alien life yet.
He said: 'I would argue that in any

habitable zone that doesn't boil or
freeze, intelligent life is going to
emerge, because intelligence is
convergent. One can say with
reasonable confidence that the
likelihood of something analogous to
a human evolving is really pretty
high.
'And given the number of

potential planets that we now have
good reason to think exist, even if the
dice only come up the right way
every one in 100 throws, that still
leads to a very large number of
intelligences scattered around, that
are likely to be similar to us.'
Professor Conway Morris is best

known for his study of the Cambrian
explosion that saw a sudden burst of

evolution of complex animal life
around 542 million years ago. He
argues that convergent evolution has
governed every aspect of the
development of life on Earth.
He added that proteins, eyes,

limbs, intelligence and tool-making
are inevitable once life emerges.
Often, research into convergence is
accompanied by exclamations of
surprise, describing it as uncanny,
remarkable and astonishing.
In fact it is everywhere, and that

is a remarkable indication that
evolution is far from a random
process. If the outcomes of evolution
are at least broadly predictable, then
what applies on Earth will apply
across the Milky Way, and beyond.
He has previously raised the

prospect that alien life, if out there,
would resemble the creatures we see
around us on Earth, with limbs,
heads, and bodies. His new book goes
further adding that any Earth-like
planet should also evolve predators
like sharks, pitcher plants,
mangroves, and mushrooms, among
many other things.

If aliens do exist they
probably look like humans
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Here is bad news for all those
who wear skinny jeans.
Doctors have reported that a

35-year-old woman in Australia was
hospitalized for four days after
experiencing muscle damage,
swelling, and nerve blockages in her
legs after squatting for several hours
while wearing tight-fitting denims.

"We were surprised that this
patient had such severe damage to
her nerves and muscles," said Dr
Thomas Kimber of the Royal
Adelaide Hospital in Australia.
Kimber and colleagues published a
report about the case in the Journal of
Neurology, Neurosurgery and
Psychiatry.
The patient, who was not

identified, spent most of the previous
day helping someone move,
squatting for long periods while
emptying cupboards. Clad in skinny
jeans, the woman said they felt
increasingly tight and her feet were
numb as she walked home, making
her trip and fall. Unable to get up, she
spent several hours stranded outside
before getting to the hospital.
Kimber said tight jeans have

previously been reported to cause
nerve lesions in the groin but not the
kind of nerve problems in the lower
leg and severe muscle damage they
saw. He said squatting compressed
the nerves in the lower leg, reducing
the blood supply to the calf muscles
and that the skinny jeans worsened
the problem.
After being treated for four days

and having her jeans cut off the
woman still had some weakness in
her legs but walked out of the
hospital and later recovered fully.
"I think it's the non-stretchy

nature of jeans that might be the
problem," Kimber said, noting that
tight pants with more elasticity
wouldn't be as dangerous since they
wouldn't squeeze nerves and
muscles.

Skinny jeans can
cause severe nerve

damage

HEALTH NEWS
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A90-year-old woman in Chile
has been found to have a 50-
year-old foetus inside her.

The woman had been sent to hospital
in the city of San Antonio after a fall,
the BBC reports. After carrying out X-
rays, doctors were astonished to
discover the foetus, which weighed
around 4.4lb (2kg).
The unborn child, which had

calcified in her body, is a phenomenon
known as a 'lithopedion' or stone baby.
This is where an unborn child
develops outside the womb and
becomes calcified. There are fewer
than 300 cases of lithopedions
reported in medical literature.
Marco Vargas Lazo, the director of

the hospital, called the case
extraordinarily rare. The foetus was
large and developed and occupied all
of her abdominal cavit, he said.

However given the woman's age,
doctors ruled it would be too risk to
carry out an operation to remove the
foetus. She was therefore sent home
without treatment. The case comes
after doctors in Brazil last year
discovered a 44-year-old foetus inside
the body of an 84-year-old Brazilian
woman.
They made the remarkable

discovery after the pensioner was
admitted to hospital in Natividade,
Tocantins state, suffering from severe
stomach pains and dizziness. Medics
who X-rayed the senior citizen's
stomach were astonished to see the 20
to 28-week-old 'stone baby' inside.
The woman, who has not been

named, told doctors there that she
became pregnant 44 years ago. After
experiencing excruciating pains she
went to a witch doctor as there were
no proper doctors in her village at the
time. She claims he prescribed her

medication which almost immediately
made her feel better.
Her stomach didn't grow any

more, the baby stopped moving and
she thought it had been aborted.
However, despite the death of the
foetus, it remained inside the woman
with her body quickly adapting to
coping with carrying it around for
more than four decades.
In Columbia in 2013, an 82-year-

old woman from Bogota, thought to
be suffering from a stomach bug, was
found to have stone baby. And in
2009, a 92-year-old Chinese woman
was found to have a 60-year-old stone
baby inside her.
The first reported case of

lithopedion was Madame Colombe
Chatri, a 68-year-old French woman.
An autopsy after her death in 1582
revealed she had been carrying a
fully-developed stone baby in her
abdominal cavity for 28 years.

90-yr old woman found
carrying stone baby for 50 years
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Every third person on the Earth
suffers from at least five
ailments, says a study

published in medical journal The
Lancet.
It revealed that the leading causes

of health loss include low back pain,
depression, iron-deficiency, anaemia
and neck pain. The Global Burden of
Disease Study 2013 (GBD 2013)
estimated these quantities for acute
and chronic diseases and injuries for
188 countries between 1990 and
2013.
The disorders such as low back

pain, neck pain and arthritis, and
mental and substance abuse disorders
such as depression, anxiety and drug

and alcohol use disorders were the
cause of almost half of all health loss
worldwide.
The study found that while low

back pain and major depression
ranked among the top 10 contributors
to disability in every country, eight
causes of chronic disorders affected
more than 10 percent of the world
population in 2013.
Another important finding was

that a sharp increase in health loss
associated four ailments in 23 years.
Diabetes saw an increase of 136
percent, Alzheimer’s disease rose 92
percent, medication overuse 120
percent and osteoarthritis saw a 75
percent increase.
Comorbidity rose substantially

with age and in absolute terms from

1990 to 2013. Incidence of acute
sequelae were predominantly
infectious diseases and short-term
injuries, with over 2 billion cases of
upper respiratory infections and
diarrhoeal disease episodes in
2013, with the notable exception

of tooth pain due to permanent caries
with more than 200 million incident
cases in 2013.
The study found that while there

is an increase in rates of diseases in
people, death rates are not rising as
sharply. For example, while rates of
diabetes rose by around 43 percent
between 1990 and 2013, death rates
from diabetes increased by only 9
percent.
Theo Vos, lead author and

professor of Global Health at the
Institute of Health Metrics and
Evaluation, University of Washington
said the fact that mortality is
declining faster than non-fatal disease
and injury prevalence is further
evidence of the importance of paying
attention to the rising health loss from
these leading causes of disability, and
not simply focusing on reducing
mortality.

Every third person
on this Earth is
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It’s been little over a year sinceNirmala Sitharaman has become
the minister of state for

commerce and industry, with
independent charge and her ministry
has taken several key decisions and
achieved a lot.
Applying for industrial license

and industrial entrepreneur
memorandum has been made online
and the service is now made available
24x7 and 61 pending applications for
defence industries have been
disposed of. FDI in defence industry
has been permitted through the
government route up to 49 percent.
FDI in construction, operation and
maintenance of identified railway
transport infrastructure up to 100
percent has been permitted through
the automatic route.

The National Institute of Design
has been declared as the Institute of
National Importance. Four more NID
are being set up in Assam, Andhra
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and
Haryana, while national industrial
corridor development authority is
being created and work on five smart
cities in Delhi-Mumbai industrial
corridor (DMIC) has been taken up.
Due to India’s tought stand, WTO

was forced to take the decision that
food security programmes of India
and other developing countries will
not be challenged until a permanent
solution regarding it is not adopted.
The decision also includes a
commitment to agree and adopt a
permanent solution on this by
December 31, 2015.
Global Exhibition on services will

be organised in India from the year
2015 to promote greater exchange of

trade in services between India and
the world, while an MoU for setting
up joint trade and investment
committee between Indian and
Netherlands was signed on
November 5, 2014.
Digitisation and online processing

of various activities related to SEZ
developers and units has been
introduced in all zones and
facilitaiton of paperless transaction
for movement of goods for imports
and exports from SEZs to ports has
been initiated. A pilot project has
been launched in Madras SEZ in
January 2015.
Further, world diamond

conference was successfully
organised in Delhi, while long term
procurement agreements between
Alrosa and Indian diamond firms for
supply of rough diamonds has been
signed.

A year of achievements
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Bharat Heavy Electricals
Limited (BHEL) , set up in
1964 with a vision to make

India selfreliant in the manufacture of
power plant equipment and to change
the face of industrial development in
India, is now a Maharatna Company.
The company currently has a

footprint of 17 manufacturing
divisions and has established its
present in 76 countries across the
globe. These units have the capacity

to make an entire range of power
equipment, which can deliver 20,000
MW of power per annum.
The company has 148 GW

installed base of power plant
equipment at present, which account
for a 57 per cent share in India’s total
installed power generation capacity.
Besides, it has manufactured and
supplied over 86 onshore oil rigs to
ONGC. It focusses a lot on research
and development too.
BHEL Chairman and Managing

Director,  B P Rao says, In addition to

being an integrated power plant
equipment manufacturer, BHEL has
also met the needs of core sectors like
transmission, industry, transportation,
renewable energy, oil & gas, water
and defence.” BHEL is involved in
project execution at more than 150
project sites across India and
overseas. “Practically, any two
houses out of three in India are
supplied power generated from
BHEL sets,” says Rao.
A graduate in mechanical

engineering from Jawaharlal Nehru

BHeL, changing the
face of India’s Industrial

Development

Mr. B.P. Rao, CMD, BHEL receiving the Award (file photo)
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Technological University, Kakinada,
Rao had done his masters in industrial
engineering from NITIE, Mumbai.
He has been with BHEL all through
his career and became the CMD in
2009.
Since then BHEL has achieved

consistent quality growth both in
technical and financial terms. It has
surpassed the Rs 50,000 crore sales
and been granted the coveted
Maharatna status by the government
of India. It is ready to deliver 20,000
MW of power per annum to meet the
requirements of the country.
BHEL is also strong in the field of

power transmission equipment in
India, with a wide range of
transmission systems and products.
Recently, it has been undertaking
projects on a turnkey basis. The
company has set up a 400 KV
substation at Kaithal, Haryana, and a
HVDC converter substation at Lower
Sileru, Andhra Pradesh.
Rao says, “We aslo supply all

major equipment for industries like
oil & gas, mining, pipelines,
automobiles, steel, sugar, paper and
textiles, to name a few. The products
range from AC machines to
alternators, heat exchangerse,
generators, pressure vehicles, etc. We
have set up combined cycle
cogeneration power plants for ONGC
and for Indian Oil Corporation’s
Paradeep Refinery. The company has
also recently started making solar
panels for renewable energy, he adds.
It has set up a 25 KW roof-top solar
power plant, using platform shelter, at
Gurgaon railway station, as
commissioned by Rail India
Technical & Economic Service
(RITES).”
BHEL also makes locomotives

for Indian Railways. The company
has over the years supplied 370
locomotives and 377 diesel shunters
to Indian Railways and other

industries. And, it has diversified into
the area of track maintenance
machines and coach building too.
“We have been a reliable supplier

of strategic equipment and services to
Indian defence and paramilitary
forces for over 20 years now,” adds
Rao. “We have been manufacturing
naval guns and have also bid for
submarines and field guns as
replacement for Bofors”.
Water treatment is another

segment that has caught the attention
of BHEL and which it has been
catering to for some time. The
company offers turnkey solutions

from concept to commission for
projects like filtration, RO-based sea
water desalination, effluent treatment,
meambrance-based sewage
treatment, zero liquid discharge for
industries and complete plant water
system for power plants.
BHEL has executed a number of

water treatment plants a various
power stations, some of them being
Bellary Thermal Power Station,
KPCL, Karnataka, Pragati Power
Corporation, Bawana, Delhi, North
Chennai Thermal Power Station,
TANGEDCO, Tamil Nadu etc. It is
also executing one of the largest (96
million litres per day) membrane-
based filtration plants for a
petrochemical unit at Dahej, Gujarat.
BHEL also has a dedicated

pollution control research institue

(PCRI), which supports it in
performance evaluation of the
different treatment plant, assessment
of water/effluent/sewage
characteristics and water audits etc.
“We were ranked the ninth most
innovative company in the world by
the renowened UIS business
magazine Forbes,” says Rao.

The World Bank in its report on
the Indian Public Sector Enterprises
(PSE) has described BHEL as “one of
the most efficient enterprises in the
industrial sector, at par with
international standards of efficiency”.
As a result of the credibility BHEL

has earned as a PSE, a number of its
top-ranking officials have been
appointed as CEOs in leading
companies.
BHEL symbolises an enterprise of

energy, persistence, passion,
optimism, knowledge, opportunities
and conquering challenges. It has
evolved with time and has kept pace
with the country’s dynamic techno-
economic growth trajectory. “We are
the only PSE which faces competition
and we have 90 percent success rates
in international competitor bids,” says
Rao.
“The going has been good for us

and seeing our past records, we are
bound to surge ahead of all our
competitors and continue to grow by
leaps and bounds in the future,” Rao
concludes.
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Advanced Training Institute
(ATI) is one amongst the
foremost institutes of

national interest in skill development
initiatives.
Being a hi-tech institute and

Center of Excellence, ATI is
committed in catering to the training
needs of industries.
Functioning under the aegis of

Ministry of Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship, Government of
India, the ATI supplies Instructors for
Industial Training Institutes (ITIs),
offers courses to enhance the
employability skills of Craft
Instructors, cater to the vocational
training needs in skill upgradation of
industrial work force of government,
public and private sectors.
The ATI is also enhancing skills

of technically graduated unemployed
youth. A Center of Execellence in
automobiles for pursuing advanced
skill in Automobile sector has been
setup with assistance of World Bank
under VTIP scheme.
Secretary in the ministry of skill

development and entrepreneurship,
Sunil Aurora and Joint Secretary
Rajesh Agarwal visited ATI in
Vidyanagar recently and reviewed its
performance.
The Institute’s director TVLN

Rao and Joint Director  S
Suryanarayana, who have been
striving to ensure quality training
offered by the institute, explained
Sunil Aurora and Rajesh Agarwal the
various activities of the institute.

ATI - DEVELOPING
SKILLS OF YOUTH
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The S&P CAPITAL IQ is on a
mission to build better lives,
stronger communities, robust

economies and continue the tradition
of making a difference in the
communities. In 2015, the company
has allocated Rs 1.1 crores to 85
projects to bring positive change in
the lives of needy villagers, school
kids and hospitals etc.
Community Impact Month (CIM)

project, Mohana Indukuri is the
leader of the CIM project this time
and the Khaitalapur Government
Primary School has been chosen for
taking up the project.
A team of 15 enthusiastic women

volunteers dedicated their time to
spend with students. An amount of Rs
1.2 lakhs was allocated for the project
with which necessities such as
furniture, sanity kits, sports
equipment, notebooks and sleeping
mats were provided.
The team furnished the school

with high quality and long lasting
paints. The team spent the whole day
entertaining and educating the
children by conducting sports day,
group activities such as talent show
and chart making etc. The team of
volunteers demonstrated the
importance of sanity to the kids by
showing toiletry products that they
included in the kit.
Mohana Indukuri, the leader of

the project -Better kids, Better future
and SAFER world - said that a better
school premises will attract more kids
which will increase the literacy of the

locality. Volunteers Jyoti, Anusha and
Prathyusha said that these initiatives
will encourage the kids to use the
amenities and get inspired and inspire
others to excel in their lives though
they are from the downtrodden
communities.
Other volunteers of the team

include Purva, Aboli, Madhurima,
Sirisha, Uma, Sreesha, Sudha,

Supriya, Sweta, Akanksha,
Akanchcha and Varsha.  S&P
CAPITAL IQ is a leading financial
data provider and boasts strength of
3800 employees in Hyderabad and
McGraw Hill Financial, the parent
company of S&P considers it as
social responsibility and conducts
Community Impact Month (CIM)
every year

Fostering Feelings and
Facilities
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Tollywood actress Aarthi Agarwal, died of alleged
cardiac arrest at a hospital in Atlantic City after

reported liposuction surgery went wrong. The death on
June 6, 2015 is said to have taken place roughly a
month after the actress received liposuction
surgery in the United States. She was 31.

The New Jersey-born actress made her debut
in films at age 16, but shot to fame with her
performance in 2001's Telugu film Nuvvu
Naaku Nachav. She became a rising star in
Tollywood, but she also starred in Tamil
and Hindi films.
In 2005 she acted in a career-high five

films. She reportedly tried to commit
suicide that year after a relationship with a co-star soured and a lack of new movie offers. Her marriage to a US
engineer in 2007 ended in divorce two years later.
She reportedly moved back to New Jersey to live with her parents in Egg Harbor Township. Though her career

had slowed down in recent years, Aarthi's latest film, Ranam 2, was released recently. Her sister Aditi is also an actress.

Failed
liposuction

claims
Aarthi’s life
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Colours exist in various shades
and each shade has a
different effect on the body.

Broadly speaking, red colour gives
strength and can be found in foods
like red meat, pomegranate juice,
carrots, etc.  The colour green has a
cleansing effect, which is present in
foods like neem, bitter gourd, bottle
gourd andtori.  The colour yellow has
a healing effect such as that which is
found in turmeric (haldi), which is an
antiseptic.  Speaking of different
shades of the same colour, take red
for example, one can clearly see the
effect of darker shades of red and
lighter shades of red.  A darker red
such as that of red meat is a much
heavier food than pomegranate,
which is a lighter red and is thus a
lighter food.

It is not the intake of colours that
depends on the individual’s
physiology but it is the physiology,
which is dependent on the intake of

colours.  Anyone interested in
understanding this must get in touch
with an experienced clairvoyant who
will be able to tell what colours are
deficient and which are in excess that
are affecting the individual.  So meat
becomes an essential part of a
worker’s diet and pomegranate for a
golfer.
While making a food chart for a

particular individual, it is important
to understand the lifestyle that person
is leading and also wants to lead.  In
our scriptures, the categorisation of
the society into four varnas was by

nature of the job being carried out by
each of them.  What is interesting to
note is that the foods were also
defined for each of these varnas,
since the colours of those foods
impacted the physiological and
psychological make–up of
eachvarna.  The colours vary for
vegetarians; there is a complete
spectrum of colours in strict
vegetarian diets while for non-
vegetarians too the spectrum exists.
Water largely is in the blue

spectrum.  However, depending on
which segment of spectrum it falls in,
it can have an influence of icy
coolness, fluidity, turbulence, or
stillness.  Utilities of these would
vary from the range of the spectrum,
the shade it is falling in, etc which is
a separate subject in itself.
Whenever there is a frequency

where it is not supposed to be there,
there will be a disturbance and this
disturbance is what one might call a

COLOURS IN FOOD

YOGI ASHWINI
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side effect.  There is no myth that the
colour red be sparingly used.  In fact,
everything and every colour has to be
in balance with each other.  Too less
or too much of any colour with
respect to the other, till some level,
will create an imbalance in the
individual.  While red defines heat in
darker shades, in subtler shades, it
also defines strength.  Watermelon
juice is red with water, which is blue.
Clairvoyantly, prana of this juice is

seen as whitish red, whitish blue, and
whitish green in certain
combinations.  This makes the juice
refreshing.  The criterion for such a
distinction is the combination in
which, each of these colours exists in
prana and their cumulative effect.

We are all the time, consuming
colour prana when we are eating
food.  You can do the simple exercise
of ‘Colour Prana’ to experience the
effect of colour.  By channelising
appropriate colours through their
consciousness, participants come out
at the end of the exercise feeling
lightness and/or coolness in their
abdomen.  After a meal or heavy
snacks, light orangish white colour is
first used to breakdown the food in
the digestive tract. Orange being the
colour of fire has that effect of
breaking down.  Greenish white is
then used to cleanse and blueish
white to cool.  This simple
demonstration proves the effect of
the world of colours on digestion.

Broadly the following coloursindicate the corresponding prana.
RED: Life, heat energy, anger
BLUE Cool, vastness, consolidating
GREEN Assimilation, cleansing, purifying
BLACK Secrecy, death, heaviness
WHITE Purity, absorption, spirituality
VIOLET pirituality
YELLOW Healing, antiseptic, vibrancy
ORANGE Power, strength, energy, vibrancy
Caution: This is a generalisation, each colour varies from a very light
to a very dark shade and the quantities change.  A clairvoyant is essential
for correct interpretation.
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